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INTRODUCTION

Tuberculosis (TB) global epidemiology

TB remains the deadliest infectious disease globally, with mortality estimates exceeding those for both HIV and malaria. The emergence of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB), defined as disease caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis resistant to at least isoniazid and rifampicin, has complicated global efforts to control the epidemic. Approximately 500,000 cases of MDR-TB occur globally each year, representing nearly 5% of the world’s annual TB burden.1 Currently, around 20% of patients diagnosed with MDR-TB are on treatment, and there is an urgent need to scale up treatment programmes.2 Scale-up is being severely hampered by financial, political, logistical and technical obstacles, with one of the most important challenges being the nature of current standard of care regimens.3 Current regimens used to treat MDR-TB have poor efficacy; the most recent meta-analysis of treatment outcomes for pulmonary MDR-TB suggested that only...
61% of patients had successful outcomes, 8% had failure or relapse and 14% died. Low treatment effectiveness, combined with high costs and implementation difficulties are preventing many national TB programmes from offering treatment for MDR-TB. This in turn fuels the spread of further MDR-TB infections. There is a global need for an improved treatment regimen for MDR-TB that is efficacious, safe, tolerable, and that can be implemented in a variety of epidemiological settings. Given the high rates of HIV co-infection among certain populations of patients with MDR-TB, it is imperative that patients with HIV be included in any evaluations of new treatment regimens.

**Patient-reported outcome (PRO) measures**

PROs are useful in evaluating the effectiveness of many medical interventions from the patient’s perspective, which then can help fulfil critical considerations, such as shared decision-making, and ensuring greater user satisfaction with services. By using PROs in the PRACTECAL study, we will be able to assess participant progress and clinical outcomes with regards to quality of life (QoL).

Most PRO measures (PROMs) used in clinical trials currently use quantitative measures only. Questionnaire-style PROMs, or QoL measures, can be generally focused, (eg, the Short Form (SF) 36, SF-12 and SF-6) or condition/disease-specific (eg, the St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire, SGRQ) a respiratory QoL instrument formulated for use in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Routine use of PROs to inform healthcare policy for a range of long-term conditions shows that use of both qualitative and quantitative methods of capturing PROs is preferable. We anticipate that adding participant in-depth interviews to QoL surveys will enrich our understanding from a patient perspective on the acceptability of this novel treatment and will offer detail at a country-specific level.

**QoL measures in tuberculosis**

Currently, work on developing QoL measures specific to TB is in its infancy. However, some meaningful data have been collected, and this has informed proposals that at least one PROM used must capture all health-related physical impairment (eg, not be organ-specific or system-specific); that PROMs should be able to evaluate psychological morbidity, an issue especially pertinent for patients with MDR-TB; and that PROMs should be culturally and linguistically appropriate for the study population and to include evaluation of social role limitations and stigma.

A systematic review of the impact of TB and the effects of treatment on patients’ QoL showed that the SF-36 was the most commonly used measure to capture PROs. In China, SF-36 scores of patients diagnosed with TB indicated poor QoL before treatment, but these significantly improved during treatment. Being mindful of participant burden, we chose to use the SF-12 which accurately reproduces the two summary component scores (ie, physical and mental health) of the SF-36. Additionally, the qualitative interviews will explore further these domains.

The SGRQ appears to be an effective tool to assess morbidity-related QoL during treatment for people who live with TB, alongside measures of lung function, clinical improvements, chest X-ray findings and adverse events. QoL measures have also been used specifically to test impairment after microbiological cure, showing the importance of such measures in assessing health outcomes that are not apparent through biological measurement. Both physical and QoL measures demonstrate that TB appears to lead to residual disability among ambulatory patients in whom treatment outcomes may have been considered successful.

**Qualitative PRO measures in tuberculosis**

Using qualitative methods to assess QoL for people who live with TB will include examining areas such as general health perceptions, somatic sensation or pain, psychological health, spiritual well-being, and physical, social and role functioning. Other published qualitative work in relation to patient perspectives has examined perceptions of self-administered TB treatment and adherence. However, there is less known about trial participant experiences and QoL using qualitative data for a new TB regimen. We hope this adds to emerging work, for example, on children and their care givers acceptance of a fixed dose regimen for TB in South Africa.

**Design of the TB-PRACTECAL trial**

TB-PRACTECAL is a multicentre, open-label, phase II–III randomised trial evaluating exclusively oral 6-month long regimens containing bedaquiline, pretomanid, linezolid only, with moxifloxacin or with clofazimine, for the treatment of microbiologically confirmed pulmonary MDR-TB and extensively drug-resistant-TB.

PRACTECAL-PRO is a substudy of the TB-PRACTECAL trial and aims to answer questions relating to adult patients’ QoL while taking novel TB treatment in Uzbekistan, South Africa and Belarus.

**Objectives of PRACTECAL-PRO**

The TB-PRACTECAL trial assumes that even if the investigational arms show non-inferior efficacy and safety, as compared with standard of care, patients will likely prefer shorter, exclusively oral regimens with a lower pill count. We hypothesise that QoL scores in both investigational arm and standard of care patients will be worse than those of healthy controls at baseline. By using these measures, we will be adding to the available data on QoL in patients being treated for TB and will contribute data to their utility in TB clinical trials.

In the substudy, we will therefore explore these assumptions through the following objectives:

**Primary objectives:**

1. To assess quantitatively QoL measures for patients within the trial, from baseline to 12 months, including
those treated in investigational arms as well as the standard of care arm.
2. To describe qualitatively patient satisfaction and experience with trial treatments in the investigational arms.

Secondary objectives:
1. To understand what factors enable a novel treatment regimen to be tolerated or rejected by patients.
2. To evaluate utility of the SGRQ and SF-12 questionnaires, and qualitative methods within TB clinical trials.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Overall study design
PRACTECAL-PRO uses a mixed-methods approach, with QoL surveys and in-depth interviews being employed at different timepoints over the 12-month intervention period. It is expected that the qualitative interviews will allow for a more in-depth explanation of the quantitative survey data. QoL is assessed quantitatively within all trial arms, from baseline to 12 months with selected participants being interviewed at baseline, 3–6 months and at 12 months.

Patient and public involvement
Patients and, where feasible, the wider community have been engaged in setup and implementation stages of the main TB-PRACTECAL trial. Tools not available in the local languages are not only translated but also undergo cognitive debriefing by the teams and patients locally.

Settings
TB-PRACTECAL and the PRACTECAL-PRO substudy is being conducted in six sites, in three countries; Uzbekistan, South Africa and Belarus. In Uzbekistan, the trial is taking place in Tashkent City and six rayons (districts) in Karakalpakstan, Western Uzbekistan, specifically Nukus City, Nukus, Takhniatsch, Chimbay, Kegeliy and Xodjeli rayons. Implementation of the trial in Uzbekistan is being conducted by the Republican Specialised Scientific-Practical Medical Centre for Phtisiology and Pulmonology of the Republic of Uzbekistan. In South Africa, the trial is being conducted in Doris Goodwin and Don McKenzie Hospitals through the Tuberculosis and HIV Investigative Network (THINK), and Helen Joseph Hospital through the University of Witwatersrand’s Clinical HIV Research Unit. In Belarus, the trial is taking place in Minsk City and Oblast, implemented by the Republican Scientific and Practical Centre for Pulmonology and Tuberculosis of the Republic of Belarus.

Implementation timelines
The study started recruitment in Belarus in October 2019 and currently recruiting in Karakalpakstan, Uzbekistan and THINK, South Africa. Recruitment completion is expected in mid-2021 and final follow-up and results are expected at the end of 2022.

Sampling
With the increasing use of QoL measures in research, historical datasets are now becoming more readily available to help guide sample size estimation and timing of surveys. Although there are published studies examining QoL changes for people with TB, most do not inform power calculations. We recognise that it is likely that there will not be adequate power to formally detect any differences between the SGRQ in those receiving investigational treatments, and those receiving standard of care over time, however, we aim to carry out a graphical exploration of group trajectories, plotting means and 95% CIs by group at each timepoint. This will enable us to explore whether there is any suggestion that QoL improves more quickly in patients who complete treatment earlier. From a review of the literature on QoL measures for tuberculosis, it appears that sample sizes are often based on a prospective cohort design, giving a projected sample size of around 100–200 patients, we are confident that the TB PRACTECAL-PRO will recruit this number.

For survey completion, we aim to recruit 54 patients in the investigational arms and 54 patients in the standard of care arm, across the three countries; 108 patients in total. All patients (interventional arm and standard therapy) will complete measures at baseline, 3 months, 6 months and 12 months. Where a recruited patient is discontinued from the trial, we will recruit an additional participant to achieve our intended sample at baseline of at least 54 investigational-arm patients and 54 standard of care patients across all sites. If numbers are likely to exceed this, we aim to keep recruiting to build a larger cohort.

Survey data from 108 healthy controls from the general population in the three study countries will be collected at one timepoint only, matched as closely as possible to the age and sex profile of trial patients. Each site will opportunistically identify participants from the community setting which may include personal contacts and colleagues not working on the PRACTECAL study. The healthy control will be screened for TB symptoms using a symptom screening tool outlined in trial standard operating procedures; only those who screen-negative will participate. For those who screen-positive, we will offer further investigation and treatment using established programmatic protocols. Additionally, we will ask each potential healthy control to tell the investigator if they consider themselves generally healthy and with no significant illnesses. Prospective participants reporting any health problems will also be excluded from the substudy.

To explore more thoroughly patient experiences across the full range of QoL scores and understand the effects of and tolerance to novel TB treatments, we will use purposive sampling to invite intervention arm participants to take part in an in-depth interview. We aim to complete up to 54 interviews across the three countries (ie, 18 per country). Selection will be based on the responses to baseline survey questionnaires; we will select patients with scores indicating a very poor QoL, those with QoL scores in the mid-range and those with scores indicating a very high QoL.
We will seek to interview a balance of men and women, with a range of ages across all trial sites, and aim for equal numbers of patients across the different intervention arms. We aim to select an equal number of participants from each of the three trial treatment regimens at each time point while also allowing some flexibility should one of the investigational arms close early. Previous experience of similar studies has established sample size as around 12 interviews as a working figure for homogeneous group selection. All in-depth interviews will be conducted in the local language, audio recorded and transcribed verbatim, with voluntary informed consent, in a private setting within outpatient clinics during scheduled visits. All interviews will be translated into English by local translators.

**Participants**

Substudy participants all have MDR-TB and will have been recruited from the main PRACTECAL study. As part of existing trial procedures, participants will be invited to take part voluntarily using an information sheet and consent form about the purpose of the study in their native language. Participants will be informed of their right to withdraw from the study at any time and the limits of confidentiality will be made explicit in the information sheet. We will conduct in-depth interviews at three timepoints during participation in the trial: (1) at or around baseline; (2) 3–6 months after therapy in the trial and (3) 12 months into the programme, that is, after treatment has been completed. Recruitment to in-depth interviews will close when data saturation occurs; that is, when no new information is being generated from subsequent interviews.

**Instruments**

**Surveys**

The SGRQ, a disease-specific 50-item questionnaire scored in three domains, has been shown to be an effective tool for measuring the impact of airway- obstructing disease on QoL, and has been used to evaluate QoL for TB as well as for other respiratory diseases. A generic health-related QoL tool, the SF-12, is shorter than the SGRQ and was originally designed to reduce responsiveness for purposes of group comparisons involving multiple health dimensions. Previously translated SGRQ is available for use in Belarus and South Africa, with two translated questionnaires for Karakalpak and Uzbek required. We will also carry out quantitative data collection using the SGRQ and SF-12 questionnaires in Karakalpakstan, Uzbekistan, by translating questionnaires into Karakalpak. The SF-12 is already available in English, Russian, Sesotho and Zulu, with two translated questionnaires for Karakalpak and Uzbek.

For survey tools not available in the local language, certified translations will be obtained by working in collaboration with survey developers using an agreed cognitive debriefing protocol with a small number of patients receiving TB therapy. Local clinic workers will be trained to use questionnaires prior to the study, allowing for pretesting of tools. Data quality control and cleaning will be done in real time, and feedback and follow-up supervision will take place weekly.

**Interviews**

Topic guides have been developed from the results of a previously conducted literature review, also including questions arising from survey results. Topic areas include general health perceptions, physical health, somatic sensation or pain, side effects of drugs, benefits of treatment, hassles of therapy and so on. Topic guides will be pretested.

In-depth interviews will be undertaken by the trial principal investigator and a locally trained researcher. Where possible, interviews will be conducted in participants’ own native languages, but where this is not feasible, interviews will be done in English, with simultaneous translation. Interpreters will be trained and checked for proficiencies to support the principal investigator and locally trained researchers. All researchers will document field notes during fieldwork, detailing insights and observations that develop over time and through repeated analysis of events, activities and interactions. This aims to enhance understanding of data collected through in-depth interviews, increasing the strength of results.

**Data analysis**

In analysing our data, we will:

- Compare baseline scores between trial patients (all investigational arm patients, plus standard of care patients) with healthy controls.
- Assess changes in scores over time in patients in intervention arms and patients in the standard of care arm.
- Assess the utility of SGRQ and SF-12 instruments in a TB clinical trial.
- Use qualitative data to more fully understand patient experiences of a shortened trial treatment regimen.

**Qualitative data**

Data will be scored using the developers’ scoring manuals.

**Quantitative data**

Transcripts will be analysed thematically, aiming to identify and explain patterns in the data. Field notes made throughout the fieldwork period will be used to guide data analysis. Transcribed interview data will be broken into units of meaning (ie, a word, phrase, sentence or paragraph), and open or tentative codes will be applied to those units. Axial coding will be used to compare codes across the dataset to identify the relationships between them and to derive core codes. Selective coding will then be undertaken whereby the core codes will be repeatedly applied to transcripts leading to identification and development of latent patterns and themes. Negative cases (ie, data that challenges the emerging analysis) will...
be examined in order to test emerging themes and to explain why these cases are different.\textsuperscript{35}

A coding dictionary and analytic memos will be developed and scrutinised by a minimum of two team members to enhance analytic credibility. Selected anonymised interview excerpts or case studies will be drawn out to ensure the individual ‘stories’ are not lost and to explore how the themes inter-relate between and within cases.\textsuperscript{37}

The results of our substudy will give insights about the benefits and risks of treatment through greater understanding of participant opinions and experience, which might otherwise be overlooked. The methods used here will help assess patient perspectives, potentially demonstrating how patient priorities can be evaluated in complex trial intervention. Adding patient perspectives is beneficial to supporting licensing claims for new medicines and to influence the development of health policy, including decisions about the cost-effectiveness of treatment.\textsuperscript{38}

Ethics and dissemination

The study will be conducted according to the ethical principles as defined in the Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol and corresponding documents were reviewed and approved by the Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) Ethics Review Board, reference number 1541b. Local ethical approval has been obtained from relevant agencies in each study setting. In South Africa, this includes PharmaEthics, University of Witwatersrand Human Research Ethics Committee; in Uzbekistan, the Ethical Committee of the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Uzbekistan; in Belarus, the Ethics Committee of the State Institution Republican Scientific and Practical Centre of Pulmonology and Tuberculosis, and the Centre of Expertise for Testing in Healthcare.

Request for consent for participants to join the substudy will follow their agreement to join the wider TB-PRACTECAL trial. Information given, and informed consent processes will be similar across study sites. Participation in PRACTECAL-PRO is optional for patients who have already consented to the main TB-PRACTECAL trial, and consent for the substudy is obtained in addition to that for the main trial.

Printed and electronic versions of the final report will be provided to all partners involved in this project. A meeting will be held with participants to discuss the emergent findings and to gain their feedback and thoughts on these. A study manuscript will be produced and submitted for publication in a peer-reviewed scientific journal, and authorship of any publication will be based on the Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals as defined by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors.

Discussions will be held with national ministries of health, MSF trial team contacts and coordination teams regarding the influence of study findings on future programme activities. Research methodology and results will also be presented at scientific conferences.
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